R&D
Micro-Plots
Monitoring
Get the full picture
of your research trials
Improve the research and development
processes of new seed technology

Agremo is an AI-based crop analytics software dedicated to
helping farm input suppliers, research scientists and breeders
meet the required accuracy of micro-plot data.

Subscribe to the R&D Micro-Plots Monitoring package to get
precise crop data from the research stations, based on
artificial intelligence and drone technology. Improve the
critical assessment of your research efforts and the
performance of your products with Agremo!

Agremo’s standardized
reports can help research
scientists to:
»

Efficiently capture data on field trials and inspect each plot even after the season

»

Remotely track the progress of micro-plots across all the season

»

Collaborate with the team on the crop research progress and farm inputs optimization

»

Uniform evaluation criteria for multiple test sites with automated quality assurance
algorithms that verify data in the field, at the time of collection

»

Get the objective drone data supported by AI analytics instead on relying on the
third-party data

Don’t spend your research
investments on manual
work, rely on drone data
instead

Evaluating micro-plots on foot is time and resource-consuming
and prone to errors. Additionally, wherever on the globe you
have research stations, the time and accuracy of data will
be under question.
Research scientists need to focus on the examination of
micro-plot data and deliver new products and crop varieties.
Invest in technology that automates and simplifies time
management processes.

An R&D scientist needs to cope with extreme
weather conditions, inaccessible terrain,
even stay out from dangerous animals
to work on complex ag experiments.

Subscribe to a full R&D
package or choose only
one product
Agremo’s R&D Micro-Plots Monitoring subscription plan can help you
streamline your research, gather high-quality data and track your field activities
on a plot level. Monitor and measure plant growth with an AI cloud-based field
analytics solution that is secure, reliable and solves all your biggest problems in
crop research. You can choose between two products- Stand Count or Input
Efficiency, or get the full R&D Micro-Plots Monitoring package for complete
control over your micro-plot data.

Remote micro-plots
monitoring based
on drone data

Be the manager of your time, use our modern
technology to analyze the micro-plot data from the
comfort of your office or home. You don’t need to
worry about data collection, Agremo’s R&D Micro-Plots
Monitoring solution will take care of it. Wherever your
research stations are located, a drone can collect your
field data in no time and save you hours of working in
the field.

More accurate
micro-plot statistics

Analyze and manipulate agronomic data by controlling
plot variables and pulling out the statistics for each plot
individually. Perform Stand Count, Plant Stress, Canopy
Cover, Plant Vigor and Weed analyses to accelerate
your product development cycle with accurate,
automated micro-plot statistics.

Standardized trials
reports available in a
short time

Traceability, standardization and quick reporting is
what you need when working on research stations all
over the world. Regardless of the number of research
scientists and the location of field trials, all reports will
be uniform and objectively measured thanks to our AI
technology. Unlike the manual methodology, Agremo’s
aerial phenotyping solution gives you the ability to
rerun or update analyses over and over again.

Stand
Count
Identify plant
emergence

Take advantage of the best on-the-market stand count solution and
determine the exact number of plants on the selected micro-plot area.
Dive even more into details and review the number of plants in a row for
each micro-plot. Evaluate the germination rate by analyzing the quality of
your hybrids and using that information to further optimize your research
efforts and field trial performance.

Analyze the
Growth of
Your Plants

Input
Efficiency
Evaluate pesticide
efficacy

Perform Plant Stress analysis on the whole field trial or selected
micro-plots to get a deeper insight into pesticide efficiency. When you
collect accurate micro-plot data, the crop protection process will be more
complete and successful. Agremo’s R&D Micro-Plots Monitoring products
feature all the aerial phenotyping solutions you need to maximize the
research efforts.

Test the efficiency of
fertilizers and hybrids
performance

With Canopy Cover and Plant Vigor analyses you can easily identify areas
with poor performance, test the efficiency of ag inputs and inspect which
hybrid has a better performance. Pinpoint the micro-plots with input
deficiency.

Detect and control
weed in your
micro-plots

Measure weed pressure per treatment plot with Agremo’s Weed
Detection. Examine herbicide performance between repeats. Compare
the results and optimize the experimental data.

Overview the
condition of your
micro-plots

Import a GeoTIFF file of your field into the Agremo app and request the
Plant Stress analysis to see color-coded maps of your micro-plots and spot
the unhealthy areas. Measure the plant stress percentage per plot.

Understand
vegetation indices
by plot level

View remote sensing vegetation indices calculated for each micro-plot
individually or download the whole report. Have a closer look at the plant
health and conditions on your experimental fields by using these
vegetation indices: VARI, EXG, GLI Index, Visual NDVI, NDVI, SAVI,
RENDVI.

Monitor
the Input
Efficiency

Here is how
it works

COLLECT DATA

GENERATE MAPS

Agremo is hardware agnostic. You can
use any type of drone equipped with RGB
and Multispectral sensors for the
acquisition of aerial data. The
recommended GSD (Ground Sampling
Distance) should be 1 cm/pix or less
(with significant overlapping).

Agremo requires a stitched orthomosaic
map in a GeoTIFF format as an input. You
can process your raw data to an orthomosaic map and upload a generated map
into Agremo’s app.

ANALYZE IMAGES

MANAGE FIELDS

Agremo offers two families of analyses Plant counting and health monitoring.
Process of requesting the analysis is just a
few clicks, the rest is on our powerful
AI to do its magic.

As a result, you will get outputs which
you could use for seasonal monitoring
and upload them to 3rd party apps such
as John Deere Operations Center.

Professional
services for
enterprises
Implementation &
Custom Development
» Full integration guidance
» Custom-made solutions

Project Support &
Management

Drone Flight
Services

» Professional advice on mapping

» Drone purchase and usage guidance

» User onboarding and additional training

» Drone operator recommendations

» Customer Support service

Agremo R&D
Micro-Plots
Monitoring
Purchase an annual subscription and get extra tools for FREE

Map comparison tool
Compare two different analyses reports on the same map of one
experimental field. Upload multiple maps of the same field to compare the
same analysis report at different growing crop stages.

Elevation tool
Analyze your experimental field with three elevation models (DEM, DTM, CHM)
and examine micro-plot data based on different elevation points.
View your map from the other perspective!

Collaboration tool
Share every analysis report and leave a comment for your colleagues. Not
only can you get accurate field trial data, but you can also collaborate with your
team within the same field analytics tool.

Report Export
Report Export- Get the full micro-plot analysis report in CSV and Shapefile.
The reports contain data-rich visualizations and they can be accessed offline.
Easily open the analysis history, download analysis reports in CSV file format
and have trial performance data at your fingertips.

Plant Health VI
Visualize, monitor and manage your plants with four vegetation indices available:
VARI, EXG, GLI Index, Visual NDVI, SAVI, RENDVI, NDVI.

Recommended
crop types
Agremo’s technology works successfully on more than
100 crop types. From our experience, these are the most
popular crops supported by Agremo’s R&D Micro-Plots
Monitoring solution.
R&D Micro-Plots Monitoring - Recommended Analyses
Stand
Count

Wheat/
Barley

Corn

Canola
(rapeseed)

Sunflower

Sugarbeat

Soybean

Potato

Canopy
Cover

Plant
Stress

Weed
Detection

Plant
Vigor

Disease
Detection

Flowering

A sustainable
food system starts
from the seed!
Developing high-quality R&D programs is
the key to a sustainable food system and it
all starts with you- research scientists, seed
breeders, and input suppliers. Let us help
you build a better future by improving
your R&D processes!
Let us help you build a better
future by improving your R&D processes!

About us
Our platform is just one of the reasons why
our clients love working with us.

We firmly believe that
great progress needs to
have great people behind it.
This is why we have agricultural consultants working
with data analysts, passionate drone operators and
savvy software engineers.

This unique blend of agriculture and
technology enables us to know how to
make the right decisions at the right time.

Do you want to know how Agremo can help you
take your business to the sky?
Visit our website www.agremo.com
or get in touch sales@agremo.com

